Schörghuber
office doors
The architecture and design of an office, production
or administrative building express the brand image of
a company. A pleasant and well thought-out environment
can increase the productivity and motivation of the
employees. As a key style element, doors play a major
role and can be harmoniously integrated into the overall
concept through their design and function. They are key
components of a work environment in which employees
feel safe and respected and thus comfortable.
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Office doors for all purposes
Office entrance doors
The office entrance doors ensure a secure work environment and create conspicuous design
accents while at the same time incorporating sophisticated technical functions. In commercial
buildings and public administration areas the main focus is on acoustic insulation, convenient
handling and aesthetics. The use of glazing creates attractive illumination situations coupled
with a modern light-flooded interior design.

Training and meeting rooms
Training and meeting rooms are usually located near the reception area. They are used for customer
meetings as well as internal purposes. Room-high doors can be very impressive in such settings.
Large glazing sections are trendy and create transparency. In line with the desire for privacy, the
doors should offer acoustic insulation.

Hallway and staircase doors
These doors not only separate hallways and staircases. They must secure the escape route in case
of emergencies and offer quick access to emergency exits. Depending on the building structure, the
doors must be equipped with fire protection in T30 or T90, frequently in combination with smoke
protection and break-in resistance. Recess doors are the suitable choice for limited spaces as the
opened door leaves disappear flush-fitted into the wall. Solid wood framed doors offer optimal
illumination and brighten up dark hallways.

Doors in sanitary and toilet areas
In addition to their visual appeal, toilet entrance doors must permanently withstand moisture and
cleaning water. As these doors are very frequently used, they should be highly durable. It is also
important to ensure barrier-free access to the toilets as well as low maintenance surfaces that are
easy to clean. Schörghuber doors are excellently prepared to face these challenges.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Adjustable lock plate
To ensure the error-free interaction of lock and
lock plate, we recommend the use of adjustable
stainless steel lock plates that are available
for steel frames as well as wooden frames.
This eliminates elaborate adjustment by filing.

Daniel Vieser, Karlsruhe

Wooden frames with an aluminium look

Transparency

Schörghuber derived-timber material frames with an aluminium look have
the same appearance as aluminium frames to which they are an inexpensive
alternative. In addition, they offer greater flexibility when it comes to functional
requirements and special dimensions. Folded wooden frames, wooden profile
frames without decorative rebates and wooden block frames can be coated
with a 1.0 millimetre-thick aluminium sheet. Fire and smoke protection,
acoustic insulation and break-in resistance functions as well as transom
lights and side elements are available.

Optimal utilisation of daylight creates pleasant work environments while saving
energy. In addition to side elements and transom light elements in combination
with the door, pleasant lighting situations can be created by fixed glazing
in the form of transom light strips or room dividers. Glazing type 25V-S offers
the greatest possible transparency. The panes are connected by a silicone
joint. All functions are available.

Recess door
Recess doors offer a high degree of functionality. As the fully opened door leaves are flush inside
the wall, the maximum passage width, for example of a hallway, remains available. This allows
the combination of openness with the requirements of escape routes and barrier-free accessibility.
Additionally, space-saving solid wooden frames or folded wooden frames can be used for the
system. Recess doors are available as single-leaf and double-leaf with T30 and T90, smoke
protection and sound insulation up to Rw,P = 37 dB as well as burglar protection RC 2.

Plug-in electro duct
The releasable electro duct plug-in connection
allows the simple attachment and removal of
connection cables, for example of motor locks or
automatic operators. The advantage is flexible and
quick fitting, removal and maintenance of the door.
All-glass doors
Door type 11 is an all-glass door that is available
with smoke protection and acoustic insulation up to
Rw,P = 37 dB. In combination with system glazing
type 25V, structural openings up to 3500 mm in
height and unlimited width can be implemented.
T30 wooden external doors
For the exterior, Schörghuber offers door type 35-A
with solid wooden frame. This door offers T30
function with its own approval and can additionally
be equipped with RC 2 and RC 3 as well as other
functions.

Security

Stone & Steel surface finish collection

The use of access control systems on office entrance doors is gaining in
importance. Electronic closing systems allow the organisation of staff access
authorisation to the individual office areas. If the security concept of the
work area requires increased protective measures, they can be fulfilled
by approved, break-in-resistant door sets of the classes RC 2, RC 3 or RC 4
acc. to DIN 1627.

The use of grey hues and metallic effects creates industrial-urban accents.
The Stone & Steel collection consists of five matt-structured surface finishes
in designs resembling natural stone and metal. The colours Iron mica, Pyrite,
Basalt, Graphite and White aluminium are available for wooden door leaves
and wooden frames as high-quality premium colour coating and for steel
frames as powder coating.

Hallway and passage door
Doors in hallways and staircases must secure the escape route for persons inside the building
in case of emergency and reliably close in case of fire to prevent its spread. The double-leaf T30
hallway and passage door type 4 with 50 mm door thickness and a folded wooden frame offers
unlimited functions and designs. A modern variation are flush-fitting glass side elements that create
openness. For barrier-free access, we recommend equipping the doors with compensator closers.
The most convenient option are automatic hinged door operators.

Schörghuber Diamond white
The surface finish “Schörghuber Diamond white”
consists of a white solid coloured and particularly
smooth HPL laminate. It fully conceals dark base
materials for a uniform white look.
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Office doors in action
02
01

VR meine Raiffeisenbank Altötting

Sound insulation door Rw,P = 45 dB type 6 wooden
block frame with aluminium edge recess profile,
solid coloured HPL laminate, concealed hinges.
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Postparc Bern

Fire protection doors type 3 with solid wooden frame in glazing
25V, premium NCS colour coating, concealed closer.

Siemens group headquarters Munich

Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 32 dB
type 16, solid wooden frame, premium colour
coating RAL 9010 Traffic white, concealed hinges,
concealed closer.
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